Next Generation User Interface in Support of
Regulatory Information Management

Replace DCM with CARA for better, faster, cost effective performance

Maintain your business rules and ensure ongoing compliance
The Time is Now to Move to a Next Generation User Interface
The life sciences industry is quickly moving to address the broadening requirements of
regulated document management.
Navitas Life Sciences recently performed an assessment for a top 3 pharmaceutical
company (A DCM user) in their quest to upgrade to the Next Generation User Interface
for Documentum. The assessment resulted with the company piloting a 16,000 seat
Generis CARA User Interface implementation that is resulting in a platform that has a
lower total cost of ownership, is faster, more ergonomic, provides easier configuration
and is more scalable.
CARA provided faster time to submission, rapid deployment and user adoption,
integration across the RIM Enterprise Architecture with a single User Interface and
ensured process adherence while improving compliance.
Navitas Life Sciences has over 40 experienced, regulatory operations experts within a
robust technology framework, a client centric approach and a sound delivery model.
Proven experience in your quest for operational excellence

Driving better outcomes through insights

I oversee a lot of consulting partners
and no one has performance levels that
match Navitas Life Sciences
VP, Global Head of Safety & Regulatory, Top 5 Pharmaceutical Company

Replacing DCM with CARA facilitates the concept of a “Hub” for all
regulatory data, process, and reporting. CARA address the key enablers
of RIM, including clear governance and ownership of data, technology
integration, process standardization, cross functional integration and
resourcing and collaborative partnerships (MAH/Vendor)
•B
 enefit from the fastest, most ergonomic, configurable, scalable and
customizable UI for Documentum
•S
 ave on DCM maintenance costs with the lower cost of CARA
maintenance
•A
 void the high cost of DCM version upgrades
•S
 tay compliant with the latest releases of Documentum
•L
 everage the CARA Hub API for easy integrating to existing
publishing, eTMF / CTMS and other systems
•R
 eplace existing DCM configurations with CARA configurations
•R
 etain your business processes and work procedures through Navitas
Life Sciences requirements mapping
•R
 educe total cost of ownership
•E
 nables a single user interface across all regulatory applications
integrating content management, publishing, shared drives, eTMF,
QMS, etc.
•R
 educes search time for content by as much as 20% for knowledge
workers
• Improves reuse of approved content that shortens the time to build
and publish a submission
• Improves user experience and adherence to process, thus reducing
risk of non-compliance

Process – Migrating DCM to CARA
All the DCM configurations would be translated to CARA through
various configurations. Customizations are developed for features
that cannot be readily implemented via the configurations. The
following are the important aspects of the upgrade.

Document Types
Form configurations are built to
represent property screens

Auditing
Audit events can be configured based
on document categories

Watermarking

Periodic Review

DocSecure applies dynamic overlays and
watermarks

CARA’s task configuration can be used
for the periodic review and notifications

Workflows
DCM workflows are replaced with
Documentum Workflows or CARA
Tasks

E-signatures
DocSecure captures and manifests
e-signatures

Controlled Printing
DocSecure performs controlled
printing

Document Relations
Process relationships are implemented
through scripting

Lifecycles
Increased control over lifecycles

Reports
Dashboards displays results as a
listing or a chart

Auto-naming

Generis has been providing
leading-edge software for content
management systems including
Documentum, SharePoint,
Alfresco and Oracle WebCenter
since 1997.

“I would particularly like to
commend the Navitas Life
Sciences project leader for his
thoughtful, quiet leadership that
somehow brought all the right
people together and led to a true
understanding across disciplines.
Also project members, for their
very high level of expertise,
excellent communications,
and skill in leading the team to
implement client requirements so
smoothly.”
Dr. Peg Fletcher, President,
MedAssessment, Inc.

Implemented using sequences and auto
values configurations

Integrations
Custom actions integrate CARA with
other systems

Ready to explore how Navitas Life Sciences
can make your business more efficient,
proactive, and flexible?
Contact us at 609-720-1002, or visit us
online at www.navitaslifesciences.com

About Navitas Life Sciences
Navitas Life Sciences brings together the proven strengths of its legacy brands Navitas,
Ecron Acunova and Intelent to serve as a strategic partner to global Life Sciences
companies. Navitas life Sciences leverages its industry insights and domain expertise
to develop and implement consulting, technology and functional services across the
spectrum of Clinical, Regulatory and Safety, to innovative and create value to address the
needs of the industry uniquely.
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